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San Francisco,” when Thelma is on her good will tour as Queen of Rosaria. History 
mixed with the present as each skit was introduced by the 2013 Rose Festival Queen, 
Hannah Rice, and the Thelma actresses were joined by other Living History characters 
that perform at local elementary schools, such as Mayor Harry Lane, the "Father of the 
Rose Festival." 
 
After these performances, the public voted for a candidate by dropping pennies- 
sometimes many rolls of pennies - into jars in the Rose Festival's CityFair Museum! 
Voting continued through May 31. On that day, members of the Rose Festival staff spent 
hours pouring the pennies through counting machines, working hard to count them all in 
time for that evening's nighttime parade. 
 
This news stunt cumulated on the evening of May 31 as all three young women rode in 
the Portland General Electric/SOLVE Starlight Parade. On The Oregonian's float, the 
finalists stood next to large replicas of newspapers proclaiming famous Oregonian 
headlines from its history, including "QUEEN THELMA CROWNED" from 1914. When 
the float reached the live television location, Living History character W.J. Hofmann, 
Portland's first Royal Rosarian Prime Minister, announced the results of the ‘penny 
count’ and crowned the queen. 
 
Shelby Hansmann was officially selected to portray Queen Thelma. In honor of the 
centennial, Shelby wore a recreation of Queen Thelma's robe and floral crown, made by 
a hard-working volunteer, as she rode on The Oregonian float in the following week’s 
Spirit Mountain Casino Grand Floral Parade, the premiere Rose Festival event.  
 
All three candidates raised a total of 163,453 votes, collecting a total donation of 
$1,634.53 for OHSU's Knight Cancer Challenge. The Rose Festival Foundation's office 
was full of many, many buckets of pennies!  
 
c. How did the news stunt fit in to the overall media campaign for your event? 
 
The theme of the 2014 Portland Rose Festival was "Making Memories," which 
commemorated"100 Years of Princess Power." The 2014 Souvenir Poster and official 
Rose Festival signage also celebrated "100 Years of Princess Power" in the Rose City. 
The Search for Thelma fit perfectly with our media campaign that encouraged 
celebrating old memories while making new ones. Aspects of the news stunt, such as 
the penny collecting, recalled old Portland traditions, while the promotion of the Search 
on social media created an exciting experience for a whole new generation of 
"Thelmas."  
 
The Search for Thelma also allowed the Rose Festival to effectively integrate its support 
for its first official charity, OHSU's Knight Cancer Challenge, into a new program that 
generated awareness and support for this important cause. The Rose Festival adopted 
this official charity with the goal of promoting the message that no gift is too small to help 
the cause of ending cancer as we know it. A large philanthropic gift is wonderful, of 
course, but the Rose Festival also wanted to communicate that a contribution of pennies 
from many different people in the community can be just as important.  
 
 
 
 



 
 
d. Sponsor / charity involvement (if any) and why 
 
The Search for Thelma was a part of the Rose Festival's Living History Program, which 
is made possible by grants from the Poznanski Family Foundation, the Royal Rosarian 
Foundation and PGE. 
 
Wells Fargo provided the banking services for the deposit and donation of the pennies 
after the contest concluded. 
 
The Search for Thelma also played an important part in raising awareness and funds for 
the first official charity the Rose Festival has ever had, OHSU's Knight Cancer 
Challenge.  
 
e. Was there an increase in media coverage for your event as a result of the stunt? 
 
While the Portland Rose Festival is indeed the City of Portland's Official Festival, it is 
also a celebration that belongs to the larger region. Queen Thelma candidates hailed 
from many locations outside the Portland Metro area, beyond the usual scope of the 
annual Court Program. This allowed young women to get involved from many places, 
which subsequently led to multiple stories not only in The Oregonian and The Portland 
Tribune, but also in The Columbian, The Skanner, The Reflector (Battle Ground) and 
The Wilsonville Spokesman. This resulted in increased media coverage for the Rose 
Festival in the region, as well as for Knight Cancer Challenge. 

 
2. Supporting Question: What challenges / obstacles did you foresee / encounter in 
creating the promotion, and how did you handle them? 
 
This brand new promotion ran very smoothly. The largest challenge came from the physical 
realities of a penny drive. We knew in advance that counting and transporting the pennies could 
pose difficulties, but we did not have any idea how many pennies we might collect. When the 
penny jars started to fill up in the CityFair museum, we needed to unload their contents before 
they got too heavy. We also needed to unwrap any rolls that were donated in order to filter the 
contents of the buckets through coin machines. Counting and transporting 163,453 pennies 
from the CityFair Museum site to the Rose Festival office, and then to our Wells Fargo branch 
required the hard work of staff members, volunteers, and our partners at Wells Fargo. A check 
or cash would have been a much simpler donation to deal with, but those that helped with the 
penny vote could literally feel the weight of so many people participating in this event, which in 
turn made us feel very proud of the community's response. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3. Supporting Materials: 
 

• Printed materials (press releases, news clippings, etc.) 
 
The Portland Tribune on June 1, 2014: 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Oregonian on April 11, 2014:  

  

 



 
The Wilsonville Spokesman on April 23, 2014: 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Reflector on June 3, 2014: 

 
 



 



The Skanner on April 11, 2014:

 
 
 



• Promotional materials 
 

The Search for Thelma, its historical context, and The Oregonian Float were promoted on the 
following pages in the 2014 Rose Festival Souvenir Program: 

 
 



 
 
 



• Video / audio documentation (Please limit to 1 example –provide written explanation of 
further examples) 
 
The live crowning of Shelby Hansmann as Queen Thelma aired television on KPTV FOX 12 on 
May 31, 2014. 
 

 
 
Video can be watched here, Crowning happens between 7:20 to 9:42: 
http://www.kptv.com/story/25661849/sights-sounds-and-all-the-excitement-of-the-2014-starlight-
parade?autoStart=true&topVideoCatNo=default&clipId=10221914 
 
Other video documentation of the Search for Thelma included the YouTube video calling for 
audition videos, as well as the video auditions for all the young women. The scenes performed 
at the Vaudeville Rose Variety Show are also available for viewing on YouTube. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



• Supporting photographs 

 
KPTV Fox 12 shows the crowning of Shelby Hansmann as Queen Thelma on live television 

 

 
Shelby Hansmann as Queen Thelma in the Grand Floral Parade, celebrating the centennial of 

the first queen's reign. The Oregonian headline of "QUEEN THELMA CROWNED" is above her. 
 



 
Jars collecting the penny-votes in the CityFair Museum in Queen Thelma's Corner 

 

 
Queen Thelma Finalists after performing at the Vaudeville Rose on May 10, 2014 



 
History mixes with the present as Queen Thelma finalists join the 2014 Rose Festival Court for a 

photo before the Starlight Parade 
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